Automatic segmentation needs validation by expert radiologists, who are few and often very busy. ' This paper presents an approach to manually acquiring breast border reference data from non-experts using freely available image display and manipulation programs like xv and Girnp. The resulting reference images may then be compared with those from automatic segmentation and the degree of mismatch may be used to quantify the goodness of segmentation. Preliminary results show the feasibility of this approach.
Introduction
Radiologists generally validate the results of automatic Segmentation, albeit subjectively and qualitatively.
Where such expertise is scarce, there is need to manually acquire reference data from non-experts. This paper gives preliminary results from a promising approach wherein non-experts are relied upon to manually segment mammograms reliably. The goodness of automatic segmentation could then be quantsed by the degree of mismatch between the manually and automatically extracted images.
Method
The breast border may not always be apparent; methods to render it visible to the non-expert include interactive image manipulations sufh as histogram equalization, gamma correction, contrast enhancement or colour display, using a package such as xvl. The border may then he extracted from the image hy tracing it out with a computer mouse, but this task is usually tedious and error-prone. Girnp: a freely available, image manipula- 
